
Turnarounds + Success Acceleration—
Economically and Effectively

Partnering with Clients for 

Sustainable Success



A global company/brand turnaround

Company/brands achieve extraordinary 

growth and sales

Companies achieve cultural change 

that fuels significant business progress

Companies identify and leverage best 

practices to create a growth foundation 

Driving company value

Success examples follow
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Companies Have 

Achieved Dramatic 

Results Working with 

Solution Partners
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Companies Helped =

A GLOBAL COMPANY TURNAROUND

“During the late 1990s and early 2000s, McDonald’s faced very significant business 

performance issues. During the successful turnaround in the early 2000s for McDonald’s, 

Larry Chandler played an important role with actionable insights, by helping Senior 

Leadership develop a coherent plan that all could execute at the highest level and by helping 

orchestrate change across the U.S. and then Asia.”

– Mike Roberts

Former COO, McDonald’s Global
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Companies Helped =

EXTRAORDINARY GROWTH AND SALES

“At Coalision, we have been pleased that we are 

achieving unprecedented growth for our Lole and 

Paradox brands. Our leadership team has grown 

in their impact, their strategic thinking, and their 

results achievement to some significant degree 

because of the leadership coaching, change 

management planning, and strategic input of 

Larry Chandler from Solution Partners.

– Bernard Mariette

CEO, Coalision

“Del Taco is focused on innovative and 

fundamental growth with consumer occasions. 

The basis for how that growth can occur was an 

insightful and impactful segmentation study 

followed by the use of innovative simulation 

research techniques for addressing a targeted 

occasion. In doing the studies and applying the 

information, Solution Partners and its team have 

provided expertise, application insights and 

partnering that have made a significant difference 

for Del Taco’s progress.”

– Tom Johnson

Director, Consumer Insights, Del Taco
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Companies Helped =

CULTURE CHANGE THAT FUELS SIGNIFICANT 

BUSINESS PROGRESS

“At Granite City, we nearly doubled in size with 

significantly higher profit growth. In achieving that 

success, Solution Partners helped us grow with a 

disciplined process of insights, enhanced 

teamwork, leadership growth, strategic 

planning/focusing, and communications.”

– Rob Doran

CEO, Granite City Food & Brewery

“We have achieved extraordinary growth at our 

family owned Lexus dealership. Central to that 

growth has been the strengthening of our strategy, 

our culture and our implementation. Julie and 

Larry Chandler have done that with their 

coaching, their support for leadership growth, and 

their assistance in creating a vibrant culture linked 

to our strategies. And they have also helped us 

work smoothly and effectively through a family 

business transition.”

– Ben Nusinow

General Manager,

Lexus of Highland Park, IL
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Companies Helped =

IDENTIFY AND LEVERAGE YOUR BEST PRACTICES

“Midas has driven significant improvement in no 

small part because of systematic learning from 

our best practice dealers and shops. Whether 

identifying those dealer and shop best practices 

or facilitating performance growth applying best 

practices, Solution Partners has been a valuable 

partner for our achievements.”

– Mike Gould

COO, Midas

“Del Taco has had significant operational 

improvements while also having significant and 

sustained sales growth. The foundation for those 

operational improvements was the systematic 

identification of our best practice restaurants and 

what they were doing to cause high performance. 

Taking that learning, Del Taco with Solution 

Partners help crafted a focused and disciplined 

operational system that has underpinned Del 

Taco’s growing success.”

– David Pear

Vice President, Operations, Del Taco
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Companies Helped =

DRIVING COMPANY VALUE

“In 10 short years, Sweet Life grew from 

producing a single cookie to a billion cookies a 

year as well as innovating several new products. 

Larry Chandler and Solution Partners were 

instrumental in facilitating, coaching and inspiring 

our entire Executive Team and for developing the 

tools needed for a smooth transition after the sale 

of the company.”

–Mike Gray

Former CEO & Owner,

The Sweet Life Baking Company

“Buchanan Street Partners was experiencing 

dramatic growth within the real estate investment 

management business and needed strategic 

advice to guide us through our expansion phase. 

Solutions Partners was retained to orchestrate a 

systematic process and protocol to enable 

Buchanan to incorporate new strategies and 

expansion of our personnel while maintaining our 

excellent performance. Ultimately, I attribute 

significant value to Solution Partners’ counsel as 

we sold a majority interest in our company.”

– Robert Brunswick

Chairman, Buchanan Street Partners



Process grounded in insight research, information, strategy, and communications review

Leverage prior information, do a facilitated meeting involving key company leaders in 

reviewing, discussing and creating solutions

Involve the organization in the change process, including what’s working/what could 

work better input, structured dialogue about why/what change is needed, shared 

ownership of implementation, and progress measurement/reinforcement

Develop an orchestration plan to drive successful change and

progress throughout the organization

Underpin the change process with best practices and cultural

evolution that create a foundation for successful growth

Provide leaders ongoing

support to assure sustained

success is achieved
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How Solution Partners Helps Firms Grow 

Successfully – Customized to Each Client
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Turning around companies or brands

Accelerating company growth

Identifying and applying best practices

Simulation techniques

Driving company value

Marketing 

Ideation and innovation

Strategy and

Marketing for

Business Results

Strategy implementation

Leadership impact growth

Accessing, developing culture change

Employee communications

Organizational

and Change

Management

Quantitative sales

Qualitative sales

Synthesis for information

Management of insight function

Insight

Research

TYPES OF STRATEGY,

MARKETING,

ORGANIZATIONAL

AND INSIGHT

COMPETENCIES/

PRACTICES

PROVIDED



Charges a defined fee (calculated based 

upon the engagement scope) for partners 

working on the engagement—no 

surprises with fluctuating costs

Avoids typical consultant overhead by 

teaming with your organization’s staff and 

by minimized Solution Partners overhead

Passes through all out of pocket costs

(no markup)

Leverages Solution Partners senior talent 

who have worked effectively with many 

companies of different types and sizes
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Providing a Cost Effective 

Way for Growing Capability, 

Results and Sustained 

Success
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We appoint one 

Solution Partners’ 

staff member as 

account lead for 

projects or 

functions
The lead draws 

support from other 

staff members as 

needed

We will efficiently 

leverage your

• current information

• internal staff/resources

• outside suppliers

How We Work
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The steps to answering this question:

Have a dialogue session with Solution Partners 
involving listening, reviewing and identifying what 
help Solution Partners could provide

If a Solution Partners engagement makes sense 
for you and us, we will use our disciplines to 
develop a tailored process to help your 
organization grow its capabilities, focus, strategic 
change, and foundational culture

– Your tailored process will incorporate the 
Solution Partners change management 
discipline that has been applied successfully to
multiple businesses, categories and brands

All organizations are capable of success while the 
reality is that most organizations fail over time. At 
Solution Partners, we work with you to systematically 
“unleash” your organization’s ability to generate 
sustained success.

Can Solution Partners Help You 

Accelerate Growth or Turnaround 

Results?



Larry 

Stanek

Headed research 

groups at Kraft and 

Minute Maid

Larry 

Chandler

Headed research at 

McDonald’s, senior 

executive at Wirthlin 

Group
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Julie 

Chandler

Household Finance, 

Guest Quarters 

Hotels, Information 

Resources (IRI)

Blair 

Peters

Headed research 

groups at M/A/R/C, 

Nielsen and Kraft

Judy 

Peters

Kraft, NutraSweet, 

Gikas International, 

The Lazar Group, 

M/A/R/C

Meagan 

Peters

Qualitative & 

Emotions Research 

(ORC, Millward 

Brown)

John Wurst 

PhD

Marketing Science 

(University of 

Georgia)

Patty 

Turim

Concept, 

Innovation, Strategy 

Development (Kraft)

Wayne 

McCullough

Research leader at

IBM, Ford, Chrysler, 

BankOne

Sherri 

Neuwirth

Research leader at 

M/A/R/C, CMI, 

Elrick & Lavidge, 

Quaker Oats

Senior Partners

Associates

Solution Partners Team

Diverse Skills and Experience

Rick

Dow

Marketing leader at 

Northwest Airlines, 

Burger King, Midas
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Contact

Information
www.solutionpartners.com

Larry Chandler’ consulting and research activities focus on providing strategic guidance and ongoing 

coaching to domestic and global companies in the areas of leadership development, change management, 

strategic planning, business/brand turnarounds, and operational alignment.

Larry was VP of Research at McDonald's and SVP at Wirthlin Worldwide. He previously held PR and 

Marketing leadership positions at national print publications, and managed political campaigns.

B.A. from the University Iowa and M.A. from Rutgers.

Personal interests include writing, reading, traveling, and hiking.

Blair Peters’ expertise lies in successfully leveraging and integrating marketing research information to 

improve business performance for both large and small firms. Results are achieved by identifying actionable 

insights and providing strategic direction.

During the course of his 30 year career, Blair has held research leadership positions at both client and supplier 

organizations, including Kraft, Nielsen and M/A/R/C Research.

MBA and B.A. from Michigan State University

blair.peters@solutionpartners.com 336.282.7282

larry.chandler@solutionpartners.com 847.832.9063   

Julie Chandler specializes in Human Resources consulting with regard to organizational management and 

strategies in the areas of compensation, benefits, diversity and other legal/regulatory issues, as well as 

employee communications and climate assessments.

Julie was the Vice President of Human Resources at IRI and was a Human Resources Manager at: General 

Research Corporation, Guest Quarters Hotels, and Household Finance.

B.A. in Psychology from Marshall University

Personal interests include gardening and reading.

Julie.chandler@solutionpartners.com 847.832.9063

http://www.solutionpartners.com/
mailto:meagan.peters@solutionpartners.com
mailto:meagan.peters@solutionpartners.com


Appendix

Track Record of Success

Detail on types of Insights Services Offered
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Results

Leverage Recognized

Brands

Kraft, Minute Maid and Champion: increased profits via price realization

McDonald’s: menu expansion and channel development

Hanes: recommended return to “tag less” campaign and identified new products

Electrolux: identified licensing for entire appliance brand portfolio

Kraft: extended/successfully launched line extensions across multiple products

Build New Products

Electrolux: identified new cooking, refrigeration, washer/drier features in market

The Education Center: identified successful new book and teacher materials

Retail format: successful restage of urban store concept rolled out nationally

Simply Orange: developed and successfully launched new OJ product 

Bull’s-Eye & Thick n’ Spicy: identified opportunity for premium BBQ products

Successful

Turnarounds and 

Growth Acceleration

McDonald’s: helped engineer and implement turnarounds in U.S. and Asia

Minute Maid: helped reestablish market position

Capullo Cooking Oil: restage successful in gaining sales and share

Del Taco: increased volume and sales via pricing and menu changes 

Sweet Life: grew and sold contract producer of cookies and melts

Granite City: nearly doubled volume and achieved higher profit growth

Enhance Decisions and 

Build Competitive 

Advantage

Bayer: introduction of innovation process led to more focused new product pipeline and 

improved market share performance

Kraft & Minute Maid: introduction of marketing mix modeling improved management of 

sales and profits

Track Record of Business Results – Examples 
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• Fill Staff Shortage

• Manage initiative

• Play Advisor Role

• Train or Mentor Staff

• Assess Research 
Techniques

• Leverage and integrate 
your existing information

• Disciplined process

• Organize and code

• Information management 
tool 

• Construct meaningful 
story

Types

• A&U 

• Choice/Optimization 

• Concept Testing

• Segmentation

• Custom/Ad Hoc

Marketing Science

• Driver analysis

• Segmentation

• Conjoint or Choice

• Targeting (trend setters, 
category enthusiasts, etc.)

Types

• Online Bulletin Boards 

• Groups and One-on-Ones

• Emotions Research

• Ideation Facilitation

Applications

• Concept Development

• Positioning Development

• Strategies 

• Innovation Opportunities

Synthesis Quantitative Qualitative Research Consulting 

Solution Partners Full Service of Insight Capabilities


